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The Edge of Memory 2018-08-23
in today s society it is generally the written word that holds the authority we are more likely to trust the words found in a history textbook over the version of history
retold by a friend after all human memory is unreliable and how can you be sure your friend hasn t embellished the facts but before humans were writing down their
knowledge they were telling it to each other in the form of stories the edge of memory celebrates the predecessor of written information the spoken word tales from our
ancestors that have been passed down transmitting knowledge from one generation to the next among the most extensive and best analysed of these stories are from
native australian cultures these stories conveyed both practical information and recorded history describing a lost landscape often featuring tales of flooding and
submergence these folk traditions are increasingly supported by hard science geologists are starting to corroborate the tales through study of climatic data sediments
and land forms the evidence was there in the stories but until recently nobody was listening in this book patrick nunn unravels the importance of these tales exploring
the science behind folk history from various places including northwest europe and india and what it can tell us about environmental phenomena from coastal drowning
to volcanic eruptions these stories of real events were passed across the generations and over thousands of years and they have broad implications for our
understanding of how human societies have developed through the millennia and ultimately how we respond collectively to changes in climate our surroundings and the
environment we live in

Oral Tradition and Literary Dependency 2005
revised thesis ph d university durham uk 2003

The Mong Oral Tradition 2015-03-26
in 1975 after years of struggle communists seized control of the government of laos members of the mong culture who had helped the u s central intelligence agency in
their quest to halt the spread of communism were forced to move to america as political refugees the mong with their strong culture of oral traditions and beliefs were
plunged into a multicultural society where the written word was prevalent as a result their oral customs are now being slowly eroded and replaced with a written tradition
desperate to hold on to their cultural identity and continue the traditions of their ancestors the mong still struggle with the dilemma this change in literary perception has
caused compiled from numerous interviews this volume explores the lives of 13 mong elders with emphasis on their unique oral tradition and cultural practices the book
discusses mong rituals tribal customs religious beliefs and educational experiences the main focus of the work however is the lifestyle the elders maintained while living
in the mountains of laos in their own words they describe their childhood communities religious rituals and cultural traditions as well as the ongoing struggle of
adjustment to their new homeland the work also delves into the mong perceptions of industrialization and the generational conflict that immersion into a literate society
has caused the author himself is a member of the mong culture and brings a personal perspective to preserving the oral traditions of this unique ethnicity the work is
also indexed



Oral Tradition and the Gospels 1993-03-05
the problem of oral tradition is well known for without some theory of this medium no history of jesus would be possible this study examines mark 4 1 34 in the light of
three distinctive models of orality rudolf bultmann s form critical method b gerhardsson s memory and manuscript theory and the recent contribution of w kelber the
form critically separate units in the test allegory parables and aphorisms are examined on the basis of their attestation in various documents mark q thomas to
determine whether independent versions of these sayings can be identified and what they tell us about the oral phase and jesus this analysis suggests that the criteria
for authenticity of distinctiveness and multiple attestation need to be re examined in light of the folkloric understanding of orality

The Complete Life of Krishna 2012-05-22
the first book to cover krishna s entire life from his childhood pranks to his final powerful acts in the mahabharata war draws from the bhagavad purana the bhagavad
gita the mahabharata and india s sacred oral tradition shows how the stories of krishna s life are expressed with such simplicity and humor that they enable anyone man
woman or child to see the wisdom of his teachings provides a valuable meditative tool that allows the lessons of these stories to illuminate from within krishna one of the
most beloved characters of the hindu pantheon has been portrayed in many lights a god child a prankster a model lover a divine hero an exemplary ruler and the
supreme being in the complete life of krishna vanamali a leading krishna expert from a long line of prominent krishna devotees provides the first book in english or
sanskrit to cover the complete range of the avatar s life drawing from the bhagavad purana the bhagavad gita the mahabharata and india s sacred oral tradition
vanamali shares stories from krishna s birth in a dungeon and early days as a merry trickster in vrindavana through his time as divine ruler at dwaraka to his final
powerful acts as the hero arjuna s charioteer and guru in the kurukshetra war she explains how krishna became a mahayogi the greatest of all yogis and attained
complete mastery over himself and nature by integrating the hero child with the mahayogi the playful lover with the divine ruler vanamali shows how the stories of
krishna s life are expressed with such simplicity and humor that they enable anyone man woman or child to see the wisdom of his teachings this complete biography of
the man who was also a god provides a valuable meditative tool allowing krishna s lessons to illuminate from within

Earliest Christianity within the Boundaries of Judaism 2016-02-02
top scholars of early christianity and judaism consider methodological issues earliest christianity s judaic setting gospel studies and the emergence of later christianity
these essays honor bruce chilton recognizing his seminal contribution to the study of earliest christianity in its judaic setting

Oral Tradition and the New Testament 2014
the last three decades have seen an explosion of biblical scholarship on the presence and consequences of the oral expression of tradition among jesus followers
especially in the earliest decades of the common era there is a wealth of scholarship focused on orality this scholarship is however abstract and technical almost by



definition and to date no introductory discussion exists that can introduce a new generation of biblical students to the issues being discussed at higher levels of
scholarship rafael rodrg uez address this gap rodriguez adopts a fourfold structure to cover the topic beginning with basic essentials for further discussion of oral
tradition research and definitions of key terms the what he then moves on to discuss the key players in this area the who before examining the methods involved in oral
tradition research among new testament scholars the how finally rodriguez provides examples of the ways in which oral tradition research can bring texts into clearer
focus the why the result is a comprehensive introduction to this key area in new testament studies bloomsbury publishing

The Oral Gospel Tradition 2013-10-03
the traditions about jesus and his teaching circulated in oral form for many years continuing to do so for decades following the writing of the new testament gospels
james dunn is one of the major voices urging that more consideration needs to be given to the oral use and transmission of the jesus tradition as a major factor in giving
the synoptic tradition its enduring character

Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity 2003-03-14
hengel here marshals a vast body of learning to illuminate brilliantly a few specific questions about the new testament for anyone who has read much in contemporary
european new testament scholarship this wise little book will come as a tonic and for the beginning adult student of the new testament the book will serve as an
excellent introduction to the question of historicity in early christian writings review for religious the book is extremely well written and gives evidence of an astonishing
command of ancient literature journal of the american academy of religion

The Earliest History of the Christian Gathering 2010
recent research has made a strong case for the view that early christian communities sociologically considered functioned as voluntary religious associations this is
similar to the practice of many other cultic associations in the greco roman world of the first century ce building upon this new approach along with a critical
interpretation of all available sources this book discusses the social and religio historical background of the weekly gatherings of christians and presents a fresh
reconstruction of how the weekly gatherings originated and developed in both form and content the topics studied here include the origins of the observance of sunday
as the weekly christian feast day the shape and meaning of the weekly gatherings of the christian communities and the rise of customs such as preaching praying
singing and the reading of texts in these meetings

Oral Traditions of Southeast Asia and Oceania 2004
the good news of jesus spread like wildfire through the roman empire in the decades between his death and the writing of the first gospels but how what exactly did the



first christians say about jesus in from good news to gospels david wenham delves into the gospels the book of acts and the writings of paul to uncover evidence of a
strong and substantial oral tradition in the early church this book will inform engage and challenge readers inspiring them to better understand and appreciate the
earliest gospel message

From Good News to Gospels 2018-05-17
this book is an account of the history of the abathembu from the reign of ukumkani nxeko in c 1650 to the death of ukumkani dalindyebo in 1920 the importance of this
cut off date lies in the fact that ukumkani dalindyebo s reign was characterised by relative stability compared to those of his predecessors his prestige however was
demeaned by the department of native affairs secretary whose instruction was that ukumkani dalindyebo should not be addressed as a paramount chief as that title
applied exclusively to the government thereby strengthening the government s position and elevating it to be above customary law abathembuland was and still is
central to the history of the former transkei region and south africa not only does it form part of the former transkei region but it also constitutes south africa and so
divisions conflicts developments and or underdevelopments in abathembuland inevitably affected not only the former transkei region but also the greater part of south
africa in no small measure thus the history of abathembuland and the divisions thereof overlap with the history of the former transkei region and south africa

A History of the AbaThembu People from Earliest Times to 1920 2020-10-02
a masterful and eminently readable journey through the fascinating insights and revelations of biblical archeology publishers weekly starred review many of our religious
beliefs are based on faith alone but archaeology gives us the opportunity to find evidence about what really happened in the distant past evidence that can have a
dramatic impact on what and how we believe in digging through the bible archaeologist and rabbi richard freund takes readers through digs he has led in the holy land
searching for evidence about key biblical characters and events digging through the bible presents overviews of the evidence surrounding figures such as moses kings
david and solomon and mary the mother of jesus as well as new information that can help us more fully understand the life and times in which these people would have
lived freund also presents new evidence about finding the grave of the teacher of righteousness mentioned in the dead sea scrolls and gives a compelling argument
about how the exodus of the israelites may have taken place in three separate waves over time rather than in a single event as presented in the bible

Digging Through the Bible 2023-06-14
history of the world christian movement shows that from the beginning christianity has been a world religion informed and shaped through the interplay of gospel and
culture church and world



History of the World Christian Movement: Earliest Christianity to 1453 2001-01-01
synoptic pericopae is a reliable indicator of literary borrowing by the synoptic evangelists in oral tradition and synoptic verbal agreement t m derico presents a critical
assessment of that claim through a consideration of the most recent empirical evidence concerning the kinds and amounts of verbal agreement that can be produced
among independent performances of oral traditions

Oral Tradition and Synoptic Verbal Agreement 2017-09-28
the last three decades have seen an explosion of biblical scholarship on the presence and consequences of the oral expression of tradition among jesus followers
especially in the earliest decades of the common era there is a wealth of scholarship focused on orality this scholarship is however abstract and technical almost by
definition and to date no introductory discussion exists that can introduce a new generation of biblical students to the issues being discussed at higher levels of
scholarship rafael rodriguez address this gap rodriguez adopts a fourfold structure to cover the topic beginning with basic essentials for further discussion of oral
tradition research and definitions of key terms the what he then moves on to discuss the key players in this area the who before examining the methods involved in oral
tradition research among new testament scholars the how finally rodriguez provides examples of the ways in which oral tradition research can bring texts into clearer
focus the why the result is a comprehensive introduction to this key area in new testament studies

Oral Tradition and the New Testament 2013-12-05
there has been a varied range of studies on jesus though now it seems there is a pause and perhaps opening to new orientation with the aim not simply to cover old
ground or repeat past mistakes this is a study of jesus and christian origins with a primary focus on the gospels there have been comprehensive and important
contributions like n t wright s the new testament and the people of god at the same time more defined studies have appeared the purpose here is not to develop
particular new testament themes as such rather in this volume the writers take up gospel related topics in the context of the early church in order to illuminate specific
baselines for new testament interpretation and to discern directions toward a new paradigm there is much to do the need to take account of reception history and so of
the external evidence for the new testament documents also eyewitness and oral tradition as embodied in the gospel accounts the genre of the gospels with reference to
biography or history has its own importance the reception and authority of the gospels in the early church marks another baseline jesus in his jewish context and in
relation to emerging christianity is also a critical baseline for interpretation

Jesus and Christian Origins 2019-02-26
this volume contributes to the study of the identity of jesus focusing on how he was originally perceived both by his contemporaries and in the earliest christian writings
the essays include studies of methodology archaeology background individual gospel perspectives gospel relationships intertextuality in the gospels the earliest



reception of the jesus tradition in the post easter writings of the new testament and the missiological and pedagogical implications of jesus teaching john nolland is the
reason for this volume and his important writings on the gospels are its backdrop the contributors who include n t wright craig evans darrell bock rainer riesner and
roland deines pay tribute to nolland s work and ideas by drawing on his writings and by exploring questions and issues close to his heart

The Earliest Perceptions of Jesus in Context 2018-02-22
from the earliest gospel q to the gospel of mark focuses on the remarkable overlaps between jesus s teachings in the lost gospel q and mark dennis r macdonald argues
synoptic intertextuality is best explained not as the redaction of sources but more flexibly as the imitation of literary models part one applies the criteria of mimesis
criticism in a running commentary on q to demonstrate that it polemically imitated deuteronomy part two argues that mark in turn tendentiously imitated logoi the
conclusion proposes that matthew and luke in turn brilliantly and freely imitated both logoi and mark and by doing so created scores of duplicate sayings and episodes
doublets

From the Earliest Gospel (Q+) to the Gospel of Mark 2019-10-17
the quechan are a yuman people who have traditionally lived along the lower part of the colorado river in california and arizona they are well known as warriors artists
and traders and they also have a rich oral tradition the stories in this volume were told by tribal elders in the 1970s and early 1980s the eleven narratives in this volume
take place at the beginning of time and introduce the reader to a variety of traditional characters including the infamous coyote and also kwayúu the giant old lady
sanyuuxáv and her twin sons and the man who bothered ants this book makes a long awaited contribution to the oral literature and mythology of the american
southwest and its format and organization are of special interest narratives are presented in the original language and in the storytellers own words a prosodically
motivated broken line format captures the rhetorical structure and local organization of the oral delivery and calls attention to stylistic devices such as repetition and
syntactic parallelism facing page english translation provides a key to the original quechan for the benefit of language learners the stories are organized into story
complexes that is clusters of narratives with overlapping topics characters and events told from diverse perspectives in presenting not just stories but story complexes
this volume captures the art of storytelling and illuminates the complexity and interconnectedness of an important body of oral literature stories from quechan oral
literature provides invaluable reading for anyone interested in native american cultural heritage and oral traditions more generally publisher s website

Stories from Quechan Oral Literature 2014
in spite of long truces and temporary agreements christianity and the state had become two rival powers striving for the mastery of the world and until the close of the
final contest under diocletian there could be no real peace between them the church was herself fully prepared for the struggle during the first century of her existence
she had perfected her organization and her leaders the bishops had obtained unquestioned authority from the conquest of heathenism by christianity a d 161 a d 313
with equal measures of reverence and erudition this classic 1891 history of christianity offers a succinct survey of the church from its pre christian foundations in israel
through its ascendency to an absolute force for cultural and religious power during the dark ages in crisp readable prose foakes jackson a respected and prolific biblical



scholar discusses how jewish synagogues forged the path to churches the rise of the family of herod the societal impact of jesus during his lifetime the work of the
apostles in the decades after the crucifixion clashes between the roman government and the church the origins and principles of gnosticism christian thought in the early
centuries of the church the organization of the church the influence of constantine and much more also available from cosimo classics foakes jackson s a brief biblical
history old testament british theologian frederick john foakes jackson 1855 1941 was a fellow of jesus college cambridge and a professor of christian institutions at new
york city s union theological seminary among his many works are an introduction to the history of christianity a d 590 1314 1921 josephus and thejews the religion and
history of the jews as explained by flavius josephus 1930 and peter prince of apostles a study in the history and tradition of christianity 1927

An Universal History, from the Earliest Account of Time 1759
reprint of the original first published in 1881

A History of the Christian Church: From the Earliest Times to A.D. 461 2005-12-01
horton brings together the latest research on the origins of the gospels and their transmission and provides the only guide to the chester beatty codex p45 provides an
introduction to the gospel genre and examining literacy among early christians and all that is known about the origins and transmission of the gospels also focuses on
the significance of p45 its place as the earliest christian gospel book its unique readings the earliest extant version of the gospel of mark and how the manuscript was
found piece by piece by an american collector

The Earliest English Poems 1970
the problem of the way in which patristic exegetes viewed the new testament and indeed the whole bible has concerned scholars a good deal in recent years especially
since it has been discovered that many of the fathers methods were analogous to our own the problem of historical criticism however does not seem to have occupied so
much attention by concentrating on one problem that of the life of jesus i have sought to see how early christians up to and including origen faced it and what there is in
their work which deserves retention or rejection from the preface

An Epitome of General Ecclesiastical History from the Earliest Period to the Present Time 1867

The History of the Christian Church: from the Earliest Times to the Death of Constantine, A.D. 337 ...



1891

Select Charters and Other Illustrations of English Constitutional History. From the Earliest Times to
the Reign of Edward the First 2024-05-13

An Epitome of general Ecclesiastical History, from the earliest period to the present time. With an
appendix, giving a condensed history of the Jews, from the destruction of Jerusalem to the present
day. Fifth edition 1835

From the earliest period to the end of the Persian war. v. 2 From the formation of the confederacy
of Delos to the close of the Peloponnesian war 1878

Lectures on Ancient History, from the Earliest Times to the Taking of Alexandria by Octavianus 1852

Lectures on ancient history, from the earliest times to the taking of Alexandria by Octavianus, tr.
from the Germ. ed. of M. Niebuhr, by L. Schmitz, with additions and corrections from his own MS.
notes 1852

from the earliest period to the end of the Persian War 1874



An universal history, from the earliest accounts to the present time 1779

Rediscovering the Traditions of Israel 2006

Text and Tales 1994

The Earliest Gospels 2010-06-15

The History of Philosophy, from the Earliest Periods 1837

The Earliest Lives of Jesus 2008-12-11

History of Scotland from the Earliest Period to the Middle of the Ninth Century 1826

A General History of Greece from the Earliest Period to the Death of Alexander the Great 1876
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